An optical disk has a first recording layer and a second recording layer placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk. Tracks are formed on the first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks. The tracks on the first and second layers are in a spiral pattern and arranged such that the spiral patterns on the first and second layers have opposite winding directions when viewed from the same side of the disk. The sector addresses provided to the first recording layer increase from the most inside circumference to the most outside circumference, and the sector addresses provided to the second recording layer increase from the most outside circumference to the most inside circumference. The sector addresses on the first and second layers in approximately corresponding places in the radial direction of the disk are in complementary relationship.
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DESCRIPTION

INFORMATION STORAGE MEDIUM, INFORMATION REPRODUCING METHOD, AND INFORMATION REPRODUCING APPARATUS

Technical Field

The present invention relates to an information storage medium comprising plural information storage layers in a single disk-shaped information storage medium, to an information reproducing method for reproducing data in sector units from said information storage medium, and to an information reproducing apparatus implementing said information reproducing method.

Background Art

Conventional optical disks have only one recording layer, and no consideration has been given for optical disks having plural recording layers. Magnetic storage media, however, typically have plural recording layers on each magnetic disk. The structure of such a magnetic storage media is shown in Fig. 9.

A magnetic disk typically has plural disk-shaped magnetic storage media D1 and D2, and magnetic read/write heads M1, M2, M3 and M4 for four recording surfaces. The magnetic read/write heads M1, M2, M3 and M4 are provided at the end of swing arms A1, A2, A3 and A4 which are rotated simultaneously by the stepping motor. This makes it possible to change the read/write recording surface by simply selecting the appropriate magnetic head. Plural concentric tracks are formed on each recording
surface, and each track is divided into plural sectors. Each of these sectors typically has a 512-byte to 2048-byte capacity, and is used as the data recording unit. An address comprising the track number and sector number (also referred to as sector address) is written to the beginning of each sector. The magnetic disk drive depends on this address information to position the magnetic head. Track numbers are assigned in ascending order from the outside circumference to the inside circumference.

On a conventional optical disk, however, the recording track is formed as a spiral groove rather than concentric grooves. Except that the track shape is spiral, the track numbers and sector numbers of optical disk media standardized for data processing (e.g., 90 mm magneto-optical disks conforming to ISO-10090) are assigned in the same manner as on a magnetic disk.

The sector addresses on optical disk media developed first for audio storage and later adapted for data processing applications, i.e., CD-ROMs, are expressed in minutes, seconds, and frames.

To maximize the disk storage capacity of a CD-ROM or other optical disk, the recording density is constant across the entire disk surface. The disk is also driven with constant linear velocity (CLV) control to assure a constant data quantity reproduced per unit of time. CLV drive rotates the disk at a variable speed depending upon the radial disk position so that the beam
spot focused on the disk by the optical head scans a constant distance per unit of time on the disk. Disks containing a constant recording density across the entire disk surface are therefore also known as CLV disks.

The sector arrangement on a CLV disk is shown in Fig. 10. Each fan-shaped block in Fig. 10 is a sector. The sectors are contiguously connected in a spiral pattern. Because the recording density is constant, every sector is the same size (capacity) from inside to outside circumference.

The internal structure of each sector is shown in Fig. 11. Each sector thus comprises a header containing the address uniquely identifying the sector, a data block to which user data is recorded, and an error correction code (ECC) block to which is recorded a code used for error correction during reproduction.

Advances in moving picture compression technologies in recent years have also made it possible to record substantially theater-quality moving pictures to a single optical disk. These disks are known as Digital Video Disks (DVD).

A single DVD can store approximately 135 minutes of high-quality moving pictures. Obviously, however, not all video sources are approximately 135 minutes long. It has therefore been proposed that the storage capacity could be approximately doubled by forming two recording layers on a single optical disk. The
principle of reproducing data from a dual recording layer optical disk is shown in Fig. 12 and described below.

Strings of pits and lands are formed in a transparent substrate, which is then coated with aluminum, to form each recording layer. A transparent photosetting resin is injected between the first and second recording layers. The thickness of the aluminum on the first recording layer is adjusted to reflect half and pass half of the light incident thereon. The thickness of the aluminum on the second recording layer is adjusted to reflect all of the light incident thereon. The beam spot (focusing point) of the laser beam can be focused on the aluminum of the first or second recording layer by moving the objective lens that focuses the laser beam closer to or away from the optical disk.

The recording layers of the DVD medium are described below. As with conventional optical disks and magnetic disks, information is divided into sector units for recording to a DVD medium. The DVD sector arrangement of each recording layer is also like that of the CLV disk shown in Fig. 10. The internal structure of each sector is also the same as that of a conventional information storage medium as shown in Fig. 11.

Figs. 13A, 13B, 13C and 13D show the spiral grooves of a conventional information storage medium having two recording layers as described above, the rotational velocity, and the reproduction direction. Fig. 13A shows
the spiral groove pattern on the first layer, Fig. 13B shows the spiral groove pattern on the second layer, Fig. 13C shows the rotational velocity of the disk, and Fig. 13D shows the reproduction direction. User data is recorded to the data blocks of the first and second layers as shown in Fig. 13D. The sector address is also recorded to the lead-in and lead-out areas (shown shaded in the Fig. 13D) so that the current position can be determined when the head overruns the data block.

When the information storage medium is rotated clockwise, both first and second recording layers are reproduced from the inside circumference to the outside circumference. The rotational velocity of the information storage medium is also inversely proportional to the radius, and therefore decreases as the head moves from inside circumference to outside circumference. Thus, if reproduction is to continue from the first layer to the second layer, the head must be moved from the outside circumference to the inside circumference while simultaneously adjusting the rotational velocity of the medium.

When the information storage medium has two or more recording layers, there are two factors that must be considered when assigning the sector addresses. First, every address must be unique throughout the information storage medium. If the same address exists on the first and second layers, it is not possible to determine from the
address alone whether the desired information is recorded on the first or second recording layer. Second, the addresses assigned to each layer should be easily convertible to an address on the first layer. This is because the address is the location information, and to move to the desired sector the movement distance must be calculated from the address. Particularly in a CLV information storage medium, the number of sectors per disk revolution is proportional to the radial position of the sector, and the sector number counted from the disk center is proportional to the surface area to the radial position of the sector. In other words, the groove number is in a square root relationship to the address of the sector counted from the disk center.

Apparatuses for reproducing a CLV disk must be able to calculate this square root in order to obtain the number of grooves the head must cross in order to be positioned to the desired sector. If converting the addresses on each layer to an address on the first layer is difficult, a different square root must be calculated for each layer.

Optical disk media standards generally define median and deviation values for the groove pitch and the radius of the groove closest to the inside circumference. Therefore, if the address at the inside circumference is indefinite relative to the radius of the inside circumference groove, the number of variables in the
calculation obtaining the above square root increases. Thus, when the address at the inside circumference of each layer is indefinite, the time and tables required to calculate the square root increase. As a result, apparatuses for reproducing such disks incur cost increases from the square root tables required, and an increase in the processing time needed to calculate the square roots.

Conventionally, there has been proposed an optical disk having a plurality of recording layers to increase the recording capacity per one storage medium. Such an optical disk uses opposite side faces of the information storage medium, as in the case of the magnetic disk. One example is disclosed in Japanese Laid-open Patent Publication No. H2-103732. This reference discloses that the spiral track on the first side and that on the second side are in opposite direction for enabling smooth continuous play from the first side to the second side.

However, all the conventional optical disks of the two recording layer type has the recording surfaces facing in opposite directions, and both surfaces have the same reflectivity. Thus, one optical head is provided on each side, thus in total two optical heads in one reproducing apparatus. The optical head is an expensive device, because it generally includes semi-conductor laser generator for the light source, optical devices for adjusting the light intensity, and electromagnetic coil for adjusting the focusing point. Therefore, the reproducing
apparatus used in connection with the conventional optical disk of the two recording layer type is eventually a high cost apparatus.

Since there are two separate optical heads for the first and second sides of the optical disk, the first optical head for the first side surface may be located at the outer most track, whereas the second optical head for the second side surface may be located at the inner most track. Also, according to the recent development in the technology, which is called a jitter free reproduction technology, the reproduction can be properly carried out even when the disk rotation speed deviates from its proper speed. Therefore, in order to accomplish the smooth contiguous play from the first side to the second side, there is no limitation for the conventional two recording layer type optical disk to use a reproducing apparatus that moves the first head from inside to outside and then the second head from outside to the inside, or vice versa, i.e., the first head from outside to inside and then the second head from inside to outside. It is possible that the first head may reproduce from inside to outside, and then the second head may reproduce from inside to outside.

Also, according to the conventional optical disk of the two recording layer type, since two separate optical heads are necessary it is possible to use the same addresses between the first side and the second side.
As understood from the above, according to the conventional two recording layer type optical disk, no consideration has been made to enable the smooth contiguous play from the first side to the second side using only one optical head. For the conventional two recording layer type optical disk, a plurality of optical heads are provided for enabling smooth contiguous play from the first side to the second side. Alternatively, one way to solve is to move the heads instantaneously from inside to outside, or vice versa, and at the same time change the rotational speed of the disk. However, from a practical viewpoint, such an apparatus is not realized.

A problem with the conventional information storage medium thus described is that the groove formation and addresses are determined without considering contiguous reproduction across plural recording layers. As a result, a loss of performance and an increase in cost are incurred in apparatuses for reproducing such information storage media.

Disclosure of the Invention

To resolve the aforementioned problems, the present invention provides an information storage medium comprising plural recording layers wherein the spiral reproduction directions are opposite on even- and odd-numbered layers. In addition, the addresses assigned to sectors at the same radial positions on even- and
odd-numbered layers are numbers in a complementary relationship.

An information reproducing method according to the present invention for reproducing data in sector units from an information storage medium having plural recording layers comprises a direction-of-spiral recognition step for recognizing the spiral direction of each layer, an address conversion step assigning contiguous logical space across plural layers in an information storage medium in which numbers in a complementary relationship are assigned as the addresses of sectors at the same radial positions on even- and odd-numbered layers, and a movement distance calculation step for obtaining the access distance to a particular address.

An information reproducing apparatus according to the present invention for reproducing data in sector units from an information storage medium having plural recording layers comprises a direction-of-spiral recognition means for recognizing the spiral direction on each layer, an address conversion means for assigning contiguous logical space across plural layers on an information storage medium in which numbers in a complementary relationship are assigned as the addresses of sectors at the same radial positions on even- and odd-numbered layers, and a movement distance calculation means for obtaining the access distance to a particular address.
According to one aspect of the present invention, an optical disk comprises:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks, said tracks on said first and second layers being in a spiral pattern and arranged such that the spiral patterns on the first and second layers have opposite winding directions when viewed from the same side of the disk.

According to another aspect of the present invention, an optical disk comprises:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most
outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, an optical disk reproduction method for reproducing an optical disk having:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on
the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said method comprises the steps of:

detecting ascending direction of the sector address on the optical disk,

moving an optical head unit to a target position on the layer, and

reproducing the disk in a direction detected by said detecting step.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, an optical disk reproduction method for reproducing an optical disk having:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being
either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said method comprises the steps of:

detecting an address of a current sector to which the optical head unit is focused;
detecting the number of the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused; and

converting the detected address, when the detected number of the recording layer is the second, to contiguous logical space which is in common with the address of the first recording layer.

According to a still further aspect of the present invention, an optical disk reproduction apparatus for reproducing an optical disk having:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;
tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said apparatus comprises:

means for detecting ascending direction of the sector address on the optical disk,

means for moving an optical head unit to a target position on the layer, and

reproducing the disk in a direction detected by said detecting means.

According to another aspect of the present invention, an optical disk reproduction apparatus for reproducing an optical disk having:
at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said apparatus comprises:

means for detecting an address of a current sector to which the optical head unit is focused;

means for detecting the number of the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused; and
means for converting the detected address, when the detected number of the recording layer is the second, to contiguous logical space which is in common with the address of the first recording layer.

5 Brief Description of the Drawings

The present invention will become more fully understood from the detailed description given below and the accompanying diagrams wherein:

Figs. 1A and 1B show spiral grooves in two recording layers according to the present invention.

Fig. 1C is a graph showing a rotational velocity.

Fig. 1D is a diagram showing reproduction directions of an information storage medium comprising two recording layers according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing reproduction directions on an information storage medium comprising four recording layers according to a first embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a manner for assigning address on an information storage medium comprising two recording layers according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a diagram showing a manner for assigning address on an information storage medium
comprising four recording layers according to a second embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of an information reproducing apparatus according to the third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 6A is a flow chart showing an operation for detecting the spiral reproduction direction of each layer according to the third embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 6B is a flow chart showing a modification of the flow chart shown in Fig. 6A.

Fig. 7A is a flow chart showing an operation for converting the detected sector address to a contiguous logical space across plural layers according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 7B is a flow chart showing an operation for converting the contiguous logical space to the sector address across plural layers according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 is a flow chart showing an operation for calculating an amount of move of the optical head for shifting from the current position to a target position.

Fig. 9 is a diagram showing a prior art magnetic disk comprising plural recording surfaces.

Fig. 10 is a top plan view of a constant linear velocity (CLV) disk.
Fig. 11 is a diagram showing internal sector structure of a disk.

Fig. 12 is a diagram showing an optical disk with two recording layers.

Figs. 13A and 13B show spiral grooves in two recording layers according to the prior art.

Fig. 13C is a graph showing a rotational velocity.

Fig. 13D is a diagram showing reproduction directions of an information storage medium comprising two recording layers according to the prior art.

**Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention**

It is therefore possible by means of the configuration described above to provide an information storage medium from which information can be contiguously reproduced across plural recording layers. In each recording layer of an information storage medium having plural recording layers, the address of each sector in layer Ln (where n ≥ 2) is obtained from a logic operation containing a complementary operation on the address assigned to the sector at the same radial position in the first layer. Data reproducing operations from contiguous sector units spanning plural recording layers thus reproduce data in increasing sector number sequence.

It is also possible to provide an information reproducing apparatus capable of recognizing the reproduction direction of the spiral recording patterns on
an information storage medium comprising plural recording layers. When the reproduction directions of the spiral recording patterns on different recording layers of the information storage medium differ, it is also possible for said information reproducing apparatus to create contiguous logical space spanning plural recording layers, and access any desired address on the information storage medium.

As a result, it is possible to provide at low cost and with high performance an information reproducing apparatus capable of contiguously reproducing data from plural recording layers.

The preferred embodiment of an information storage medium according to the present invention is described below with reference to the accompanying figures.

Figs. 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D show, respectively, spiral grooves on first and second layers L1 and L2, rotational velocity, and reproduction directions of an information storage medium, i.e., an optical disk. The optical disk according to the first embodiment of the present invention comprises first and second recording layers L1 and L2. Fig. 1A shows the spiral groove pattern on the first layer L1, Fig. 1B shows the spiral groove pattern on the second layer L2, Fig. 1C shows the rotational velocity of the disk, and Fig. 1D shows the reproduction direction. User data is recorded to the data blocks of the first and second layers L1 and L2 as shown in
Fig. 1D. The sector address is also recorded to the lead-in area 1a and lead-out area 1b, as shown in Fig. 13D, so that the current position can be determined when the head overruns the data block.

The first feature of the present invention is that the sector address X on the first layer L1 and the sector address X' on the second layer L2 are in the complementary relationship with each other. Ideally, the sectors addresses X and X' are opposing to each other, but from the purpose of the present invention, the sector addresses X and X' are in the tracks of the same number of turns counted from the most inner track, or in vicinity of such tracks. Two major advantages provided by the first feature are as follows.

The first advantage is that a contiguous logical space at the outer (or inner) most sector address of the first layer and that of the second layer can be obtained. This is explained in detail in connection with Fig. 7A.

The second advantage is that the rate of change of the sector address in the first layer and that in the second layer are in a symmetrical relationship about the disk. This is explained in detail in connection with Fig. 8.

When the information storage medium is rotated clockwise, the first recording layer L1 is reproduced from the inside circumference to the outside circumference.
With constant linear velocity (CLV) drive control, the rotational velocity of the information storage medium is inversely proportional to the radius as shown in Fig. 1C. Therefore, when the head is positioned at any given radial position on the disk, the rotational velocity is the same on both the first and second layers L1 and L2.

When reproduction is switched from the first layer L1 to the second layer L2 as shown in Fig. 1D, it is not necessary to change the direction of disk rotation when switching from the first to the second layer, and it is not necessary to move the head from the outside circumference to the inside circumference.

Fig. 2 shows the reproduction directions on an information storage medium with four recording layers L1, L2, L3 and L4. The first and third layers L1 and L3 in this example are reproduced from inside to outside circumference, and the second and fourth layers L2 and L4 are reproduced from outside to inside circumference. As when switching from the first to second recording layers as described above, it is not necessary to change the direction of disk rotation or to move the head when switching from the second to third recording layer, or from the third to fourth recording layer.

When applied to a digital video disk medium to which moving pictures are recorded the practical effect of this switching method is particularly great because the
delay of switching layers is directly related to intermitting the video reproduction.

It is therefore possible as described in the first embodiment of the present invention above to provide an information storage medium from which information can be contiguously reproduced across plural recording layers.

Note, however, that if the addressing method used with conventional information storage media is used on information storage media in which the data recording grooves are formed to enable contiguous reproduction from the first to the second layer, the first recording layer will be reproduced in the normal ascending order, but the second recording layer will be reproduced in descending order. Using the minute-second-frame addressing scheme of an audio CD, this would result in the minute, second, and frame values decreasing as reproduction of the title continues on the second recording layer.

In addition, if the address following the address of the last outside circumference sector on the first recording layer is assigned as the address of the first sector at the outside circumference of the second recording layer (the first second-layer sector reproduced after the last first-layer sector is reproduced), all sector addresses on the second layer will be dependent upon the address of the last sector on the first layer, and no second layer sector address can be discretely determined. For example, if the address of the last sector at the
outside circumference of the first layer is $X$, and the
address of the second layer sector at the same radial
position is $X+1$, then all second layer sector addresses are
dependent on the value of $X$. Note, further, that the
address of the last outside circumference sector is
indefinite on audio CDs.

The second feature of the present invention is
that the disk has a plurality of recording layers wherein
the reproduction directions are opposite on even- and
odd-numbered layers. Thus, according to the present
invention, when the tracks are presented in a spiral
pattern, such as shown in Fig. 10, the spiral pattern of
the first layer $L_1$ and that of the second layer $L_2$, when
viewed from the laser beam source such as shown in Fig. 12,
are in opposite direction winding. The spiral pattern
shown in Fig. 10 is referred to as having a counter-
clockwise winding. Thus, it can be said that, when the
disk is viewed from the objective lens shown in Fig. 12,
the first layer $L_1$ has a counterclockwise winding and the
second layer $L_2$ has a clockwise winding. This is also
shown in Figs. 1A and 1B.

The above arrangement according to the present
invention, can be accomplished by preparing two transparent
layers, each layer having a pattern similar to that shown
in Fig. 10. The difference between the two layers is the
specific data recorded along the spiral track. Then, the
track engraved surface of one layer is mirror finished, and
the track engraved surface of the other layer is half-mirror finished, for example, depositing an aluminum film. Then, as shown in Fig. 12 the two layers are bonded together with the track engraved surfaces facing each other, and photosetting resin TR deposited between the surfaces. Thus, when viewed from one side of the disk, the spiral in one layer has a counterclockwise winding direction and the spiral in the other layer has a clockwise winding direction. This arrangement has the following advantages.

The first advantage is that the reproduction direction of one layer is from inside to outside circumference track, and that of the other layer is from outside to inside circumference track, or vice versa. Thus, one reciprocal movement, from inside to outside and from outside to inside, of the optical head is sufficient to reproduce both layers.

Another advantage is that the same cutting apparatus for cutting the die for molding the layers can be used. As apparent from the above, the first and second layers have the same spiral winding direction when viewed onto the engraved surface. Thus, the cutting apparatus for cutting the die for molding the layers needs to cut the die only in one spiral winding direction.

Fig. 3 shows the method of assigning addresses to a dual layer information storage medium according to a second embodiment of the present invention. In this
embodiment the address of a second layer sector is the complement \( X' \) (prime (') indicates complement) of the address \( X \) of the first layer sector at the same radial position \( r \). For example, if the address of a given sector in the first layer \( L_1 \) is 030000h, the sector on the second layer at the same radial position is FCFFFh (where "h" indicates a hexadecimal numbering system). This can be obtained by the following four steps.

(1) \( \begin{array}{cccccccc} 0 & 3 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{array} \) hexadecimal

(2) \( \begin{array}{cccccccc} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \end{array} \) binary

(3) \( \begin{array}{cccccccc} 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{array} \) bit inverted

(4) \( \begin{array}{cccccccc} F & C & F & F & F & F \end{array} \) hexadecimal

Note that the functions of the shaded areas in Fig. 3 are the lead-in area 1a and lead-out area 1b.

In the white area, which is a user data area, between the lead-in and lead-out areas 1a and 1b on the first layer, the address of the sector at radius \( R_{in} \) at the inside circumference of the first layer is assumed to be \( X_{in} \) in this example and the address of the sector at radius \( R_{out} \) at the outside circumference is \( X_{out} \), where \( X_{in} < X_{out} \). The first layer sector addresses are assigned in ascending order from inside circumference to outside circumference, and by assigning the complement of the first layer sector address at the same radial position as the second layer sector address, the second layer sector addresses are assigned in ascending order from outside to
inside circumference. As a result, when data is reproduced from each sector in the reproduction direction shown in Fig. 1D, the sector addresses continue in ascending order from the first layer to the second layer, as will be explained later with reference to Fig. 7A.

When the information storage medium has four recording layers, sectors on the respective layers can be addressed by simply adding a high bit indicating whether the addressed sector is on the first or second return in the reproduction direction shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 shows the addressing method of an information storage medium comprising four recording layers L1, L2, L3 and L4 according to a second embodiment of the invention. With this method, the sector addresses on the second, third, and fourth layers at the same radial position as the sector at address 0030000h on the first layer are 0FCFFFFh, 1030000h, and 1FCFFFFh, respectively.

When data is read from sectors written in the reproduction direction shown in Fig. 2, the sector addresses thus continue to rise in ascending order from the first through the fourth layers. As a result, the bit indicating the first or second return in the reproduction direction and the most significant bit (MSB) of the rest of the address will be 00b, 01b, 10b, and 11b (where "b" indicates a binary value), respectively, for every sector on the first, second, third, and fourth layers. It is
therefore possible to identify in which recording layer each sector resides by reading these two bits.

In an information storage medium comprising plural recording layers according to the second embodiment of the present invention as thus described, the address of each sector on layer Ln (where n ≥ 2) is obtained by means of a logic operation including a complementary operation on the address assigned to the first layer sector at the same radial position. As a result, data reproduced in sector units from sectors contiguously addressed across plural recording layers will be reproduced in ascending sector number sequence.

Fig. 5 is a block diagram of an information reproducing apparatus according to a third embodiment of the invention. Shown in Fig. 5 are the optical disk 1, disk drive motor 2, lens 3, actuator 4, laser drive circuit 5, photodetector 6, carriage 7, pre-amplifier 8, servo circuit 9, binarization circuit 10, demodulation circuit 11, error correction circuit 12, CPU 13, rotation detection signal 14, disk motor drive signal 15, laser drive signal 16, photodetection signal 17, servo error signal 18, actuator drive signal 19, carriage drive signal 20, analog data signal 21, digital data signal 22, demodulated data signal 23, error-corrected data signal 24, and internal bus 25. The lens 3, actuator 4, photodetector 6, laser drive circuit 5 and carriage 7 define an optical head unit.
The CPU 13 controls the overall operation of the information reproducing apparatus according to the control program stored therein via the internal bus 25. Light reflected from the optical disk 1 is converted to a photodetection signal 17 by the photodetector 6, power-adjusted by the pre-amplifier 8, and converted to the servo error signal 18 and analog data signal 21. The analog data signal 21 is then analog/digital (A/D) converted by the binarization circuit 10 to produce the digital data signal 22, which is then demodulated by the demodulation circuit 11 to produce the demodulated data signal 23. The demodulated data signal 23 is then error corrected by the error correction circuit 12, which outputs the error-corrected data signal 24. The servo error signal 18 is fed back by the servo circuit 9 as the actuator drive signal 19 to the actuator 4, and used for focusing and tracking control of the lens 3.

In a DVD-ROM drive used as a CD-ROM drive or similar computer peripheral device, a host interface circuit (not shown in the figures) is also provided to receive the error-corrected data signal 24 from the error correction circuit 12, and communicate data with the host computer (not shown in the figures) via a host interface (SCSI or other, also not shown in the figures). In CD players and DVD players for consumer use, an A/V decoder (not shown in the figures) for expanding the compressed audio and video data is also provided. The error-corrected
data signal 24 from the error correction circuit 12 is then applied to this A/V decoder, and the expanded audio and video signals are output through the appropriate video terminals (not shown in the figures).

Because the reproduction procedure of the information reproducing apparatus according to this third embodiment of the invention reproduces a dual-layer information storage medium in which the addresses on the first and second layers are mutually complementary, the following three processes are required for reproduction.

1. Recognize the reproduction direction of the spiral recording pattern on each layer.

2. Convert the sector addresses to a contiguous logical space across plural layers.

3. Obtain the movement distance to the desired address on each layer.

Fig. 6A is a flow chart used to describe the direction-of-spiral recognition means for recognizing the reproduction direction of the spiral recording pattern on each layer according to the third embodiment of the present invention. It is assumed in this example that the sector addresses are sequentially numbered in the order of reproduction, and that the optical head is presently focusing on the first layer.

The first step 601 of this process stores the sector address X of the present position, i.e., the current sector address.
At step 602 the optical head is moved to the outside circumference by a predetermined amount.

Step 603 stores the sector address Y of the present position.

Step 604 compares the addresses X and Y, and branches to step 605 if X<Y, branches to step 606 if not X<Y.

Step 605 determines that the reproduction direction of the first layer is from inside circumference to outside circumference.

Step 606 similarly determines that the reproduction direction of the first layer is from outside circumference to inside circumference.

At step 607 the servo circuit 9 is instructed to change the focusing position to the second layer.

Step 608 stores the sector address X of the present position.

At step 609 the optical head is moved to the outside circumference by a predetermined amount.

Step 610 stores the sector address Y of the present position.

Step 611 compares the addresses X and Y, and branches to step 612 if X<Y, branches to step 613 if not X<Y.

Step 612 determines that the reproduction direction of the first layer is from inside circumference to outside circumference.
Step 613 similarly determines that the reproduction direction of the first layer is from outside circumference to inside circumference.

Fig. 6B is also a flow chart used to describe the direction-of-spiral recognition means, in a modified manner, for recognizing the reproduction direction of the spiral recording pattern on each layer according to the third embodiment of the present invention. It is assumed in this example that when the direction of the spiral on a given layer is from the inside circumference to the outside circumference, the MSB of the addresses on that layer is 0 due to complementary relationship between the addresses on the layers, and assumed that the optical head is presently focusing on the first layer. Similarly, when the direction of the spiral on a given layer is from the outside to the inside circumference, the MSB of the addresses on that layer is 1.

The first step 621 of this process evaluates the MSB of the address for the current sector, and branches to step 622 if the MSB is 0, and to step 623 if the MSB is 1.

Step 622 thus determines that the reproduction direction of the first layer is from inside circumference to outside circumference.

Step 623 similarly determines that the reproduction direction of the first layer is from outside circumference to inside circumference.
At step 624 the servo circuit 9 is instructed to change the focusing position to the second layer.

At step 625 the MSB of the address for the current sector on the second layer is evaluated, and control branches to step 626 if the MSB is 0, and to step 627 if the MSB is 1.

Step 626 thus determines that the reproduction direction of the second layer is from inside circumference to outside circumference.

Step 627 similarly determines that the reproduction direction of the second layer is from outside circumference to inside circumference.

It is therefore possible by means of the third embodiment of the invention to provide an information reproducing apparatus capable of recognizing the reproduction direction of spiral recording paths on an information storage medium comprising plural recording layers.

After the spiral winding direction is detected, i.e., the ascending direction of the sector address is detected, the optical head is shifted to the target position. Here, the target position is a calculated target position which is slightly different from the operator’s requested target position. For example, when the operator’s requested target position is at a sector with address 50000h, the calculated target position to which the optical head is actually shifted is 4FFF6h, which is ten
(10) sectors retreated from the operator's requested target position. By the detection of the spiral winding direction, the calculation of the sector address located at not advanced but retreated position from the operator's requested target position can be accomplished. It is noted that the maximum amount of retreat from the operator's requested target position is about one turn of the track. Thereafter, when the optical head is shifted to the calculated target position, the reproduction is carried out just before the operator's requested target position.

It will be obvious that the invention shall not be limited to the relationship described above between the MSB value of each sector address and the direction of the spiral pattern on each layer, and the same effect can be achieved if an MSB of 1 signifies that the reproduction direction of the spiral pattern is from inside circumference to outside circumference, and an MSB of 0 signifies that the reproduction direction of the spiral pattern is from outside circumference to inside circumference.

Figs. 7A and 7B are flow charts used to describe the address conversion means for assigning contiguous logical space across plural layers according to the third embodiment of the present invention. In this example as above, when the direction of the spiral on a given layer is from the inside circumference to the outside circumference, the MSB of the addresses on that layer is 0
due to complementary relationship between the addresses on the layers, and when the direction of the spiral is from the outside to the inside circumference, the MSB of the addresses on that layer is 1.

Fig. 7A is the flow chart for converting from addresses expressed by a variable X on the information storage medium shown in Fig. 3 to a contiguous logical space, i.e., to a sequential value for use in the host computer expressed by a variable N. Here, the variable X represents the actual sector address written on the optical disk and the variable N represents the converted sector address number used in the host computer in the reproducing apparatus. Also, in the calculations shown below a constant Xout represents an outer most circumference sector address, a constant Xin represents an inner most circumference sector address, and Xout' represents a complement of Xout. The constant Xin is not equal to zero, but is set to a predetermined number, such as 030000h. The constants Xout and Xin are previously stored in the lead-in area of the optical disk, and can be detected by the apparatus upon insertion of the disk.

The first step 701 reads the address of the current sector where the optical head is presently located, and converts the address to a variable X.

The next step 702 evaluates the MSB of variable X, and branches to step 704 if its MSB is 0, and to step 703 if its MSB is 1.
At step 703 the value \((2 \times X_{out} + 2)\) is added to variable X. (Because \(-X_{out'} = X_{out} + 1,\) \(X \leftarrow X - X_{out'} + X_{out} + 1\) is the same as \(X \leftarrow X + X_{out} + 1 + X_{out} + 1\), resulting in simple calculation.)

At step 704 the difference (variable X - Xin) is substituted for variable N.

The variable N obtained through the flow chart shown in Fig. 7A becomes a contiguous address value starting from 0 in the white region bounded by the shaded areas in the first and second layers, so that the host computer can regard the disk comprising the two layers as having only one layer with double capacity. In other words, the host computer recognizes the most outside sector address on the first layer and that on the second layer as a consecutive number without any gap or interruption therebetween.

An example of such calculations particularly for the most outside sector addresses Xout and Xout' is given below. It is assumed that,

\[
X_{in} = 030000h
\]

and

\[
X_{out} = 060000h.
\]

Since Xout' is a complement of Xout, Xout' can be calculated by the following equation (1).

\[
X_{out'} = 1000000h - 1 - 060000h = FFFFhF
\]

(1)

When the operation is carried out through steps 701, 702 and 704 for processing the address data on the
first side, the following calculation (2) is carried out in step 704. It is assumed that the present head position is at Xout.

\[ N = X_{out} - X_{in} = 060000h - 030000h = 030000h \] \hspace{0.5cm} (2)

This indicates that the outer most sector address of the first side of the disk is recognized as 030000h in the host computer.

When the operation is carried out through steps 701, 702, 703 and 704 for processing the address data on the second side, the following calculation (3) is carried out in step 704. It is assumed that the present head position is at Xout'.

\[ N = X_{out'} + (2 \times X_{out} + 2) - X_{in} \]

\[ = FFFFFFh + 060000h + 060000h + 2 - 030000h \]

\[ = FFFFFFh + 060000h + 2 - 030000h \]

\[ = 105FFFFh + 2 - 030000h \]

(MSB of the first term overflows)

\[ = 060001h - 030000h = 030001h \] \hspace{0.5cm} (3)

This indicates that the outer most sector address of the second side of the disk is recognized as 030001h in the host computer. Thus, calculations (2) and (3) indicate that the outer most sector addresses of the first and second sides are recognized as a consecutive numbers in the computer, i.e., in the contiguous logical space.

Fig. 7A is the flow chart for converting from the contiguous logical space expressed by N to a specific
sector address expressed by \( X \) for the information storage medium shown in Fig. 2.

At step 711 the value \((N + Xin)\) is substituted for variable \( X \).

At step 712 variable \( X \) is evaluated, and if greater than \( Xout \), control passes to step 712. Otherwise the process terminates.

At step 713 \( X \) is reassigned to the difference \((X - (2 \times Xout + 2))\).

The values \( X \) obtained from the flow chart in Fig. 7B are assigned as the sector addresses of the information storage medium shown in Fig. 3.

It is thus possible as described above according to the third embodiment of the invention to provide an information reproducing apparatus whereby a contiguous logical space spanning plural recording layers can be created on an information storage medium in which the reproduction direction of the spiral pattern differs on alternating layers.

It will be obvious that the invention shall not be limited to the relationship described above between the MSB value of each sector address and the direction of the spiral pattern on each layer, and the same effect can be achieved if an MSB of 1 signifies that the reproduction direction of the spiral pattern is from inside circumference to outside circumference, and an MSB of 0 signifies that the reproduction direction of the spiral
pattern is from outside circumference to inside circumference.

The relationship between address and groove position in a CLV medium is described next.

Because the groove width \( d \) is constant throughout the information storage medium, the relationship between the radius \( r \) and the groove number \( T \) counted from the inside circumference is defined by equation (4) below in the first layer.

\[
T = \frac{(r - Rin)}{d} \quad (4)
\]

Because the recording density is also constant throughout the information storage medium, the areas yielded by the right and left sides of equation (5) are equal in the first layer, wherein \( r \) is radius, and \((X-Xin)\) is an address difference between the address \( Xin \) at the inside circumference and the present address \( X \).

\[
(X-Xin) \times s \times d = \pi \times (r \times r - Rin \times Rin) \quad (5)
\]

Here \( s \) is the sector length, \( d \) is the groove width, and \( \pi \) is pi (the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter). If the radius \( r \) is eliminated from equations (4) and (5), the relationship between address \( X \) and the groove number \( T \) counted from the inside circumference is defined in the first layer by equation (6) below.
\[ T = \sqrt{\frac{(X-X_{in}) \times s \times d}{\pi} + R_{in} \times R_{in} - R_{in}} \]  

It is noted that equation (5) can be satisfied for the first and second layers only when the rate of change of the sector address in the first layer and that in the second layer are in a symmetrical relationship about the disk, such as shown in Fig. 3. The same rate of change of the sector address in the first layer and that in the second layer can be accomplished by selecting the sector addresses of the first and second layers in complemental relationship with each other.

Fig. 8 is a flow chart used to describe the movement distance calculation means for obtaining the movement distance to a target address according to the third embodiment of the present invention. In this example as above, when the direction of the spiral on a given layer is from the inside circumference to the outside circumference, the MSB of the addresses on that layer is 0, and when the direction of the spiral is from the outside to the inside circumference, the MSB of the addresses on that layer is 1. It is further assumed that the target sector address to which the optical head is to be shifted is calculated in CPU 13 as a variable value Z.

The first step 801 of this process evaluates the MSB of the variable Z, and branches to step 802 if the MSB is 0, and to step 803 if the MSB is 1.
At step 802 Z is substituted for X.

At step 803 the complement of Z is substituted for X.

At step 804 the value T obtained from equation (6) is assigned as the target groove number W (number of grooves counted from the most inside circumference).

At step 805 the address of the current sector is read and defined as variable X.

At step 806 the MSB values of X and Z are compared. If X and Z are equal, the process steps to step 811; otherwise, the process branches to step 807.

If the MSB of the variable X is 0 at step 807, the process branches to step 808 if the MSB is 0, and to step 809 if the MSB is 1.

At step 808 the servo circuit 9 is instructed to move the focusing point to the second layer.

At step 809 the servo circuit 9 is instructed to move the focusing point to the first layer.

At step 810 the address of the current sector is read and assigned to variable X.

If the MSB of X is 0 at step 811, the process branches to step 813 if the MSB is 0, and to step 812 if the MSB is 1.

The complement of X is then substituted for X at step 812.

At step 813 the value T obtained from equation (6) is assigned as the current groove number V.
At step 814 a difference
(target groove number $W) - (current groove number V)$
is substituted for the to-move groove number $U$ (the number
of grooves the magnetic head must move).

It is therefore possible to calculate the
groove number of the first and second layers using a common
operation by determining from the MSB of the address
whether the destination is on the first or second layer,
and obtaining the address complement if the destination
sector is on the second layer. Methods containing a square
root computation, such as in equation (6), may include
methods using tables, approximate expressions, and Newton's
method of approximation. Regardless of which method is
used, however, the size of the program run by the CPU 13
can be reduced and executed at high speed by using
complementary addresses so that addresses on plural layers
can be obtained using a common operation.

It is therefore possible by means of the third
embodiment of the present invention described above to
provide an information reproducing apparatus capable of
moving to any particular address on an information storage
medium in which the reproduction direction of the spiral
recording pattern differs on alternating layers.

It will be obvious that the invention shall not
be limited to the relationship described above between the
MSB value of each sector address and the direction of the
spiral pattern on each layer, and the same effect can be achieved if an MSB of 1 signifies that the reproduction direction of the spiral pattern is from inside circumference to outside circumference, and an MSB of 0 signifies that the reproduction direction of the spiral pattern is from outside circumference to inside circumference.

As described above, an information storage medium capable of contiguous reproduction spanning plural recording layers can be provided.

On each recording layer of an information storage medium comprising plural recording layers, the address of each sector on the $n^{th}$ layer $L_n$ (where $n \geq 2$) is assigned by a logic operation containing a complementary operation on the address of the sector at the same radial position on the first layer. As a result, reproducing data from contiguous sector units spanning plural recording layers reproduces data in ascending sector number sequence.

It is also possible to provide an information reproducing apparatus capable of recognizing the reproduction direction of the spiral recording patterns on an information storage medium comprising plural recording layers. When the reproduction directions of the spiral recording patterns on different recording layers of the information storage medium differ, it is also possible for said information reproducing apparatus to create contiguous
logical space spanning plural recording layers, and access any desired address on the information storage medium.

As a result, it is possible to provide at low cost and with high performance an information reproducing apparatus contiguously reproducing data from plural recording layers.

The invention being thus described, it will be obvious that the same may be varied in many ways. Such variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the spirit and scope of the invention, and all such modifications as would be obvious to one skilled in the art are intended to be included within the scope of the following claims.
CLAIMS

1. An optical disk comprising:
   at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;
   tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks, said tracks on said first and second layers being in a spiral pattern and arranged such that the spiral patterns on the first and second layers have opposite winding directions when viewed from the same side of the disk.

2. An optical disk according to claim 1, further comprises:
   sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;
said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship.

3. An optical disk according to claim 1, wherein said sectors have substantially the same length, whereby the disk can be played under a constant linear velocity rotational drive control.

4. An optical disk according to claim 1, wherein said first and second layers have track engraved surfaces which are facing each other.

5. An optical disk comprising:
   at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;
   tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said said tracks;
   sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most
outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship.

6. An optical disk according to claim 5, wherein said tracks on said first and second layers are spiral tracks with a spiral pattern of the first and second layers having opposite winding directions when viewed from the same side of the disk.

7. An optical disk according to claim 5, wherein the length of said sectors have substantially the same length whereby the disk can be played under a constant linear velocity rotational drive control.

8. An optical disk according to claim 5, wherein said first and second layers have track engraved surfaces which are facing each other.

9. An optical disk reproduction method for reproducing an optical disk having:
at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said method comprising the steps of:

detecting ascending direction of the sector address on the optical disk,

moving an optical head unit to a target position on the layer, and
reproducing the disk in a direction detected by said detecting step.

10. An optical disk reproduction method according to claim 9, wherein said ascending direction detecting step comprises the steps of:

reading a sector address at a first position on the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused;

moving said optical head unit in a radial direction along said recording layer for a predetermined distance;

reading a sector address at a second position on the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused;

comparing the sector addresses obtained from said first and second positions; and

detecting the ascending direction of the sector address according to the compared result.

11. An optical disk reproduction method according to claim 9, wherein said ascending direction detecting step comprises the steps of:

reading the recording layer number to which the optical head unit is focused; and

detecting the ascending direction of the sector address according to read recording layer number.
12. An optical disk reproduction method for reproducing an optical disk having:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said method comprising the steps of:

detecting an address of a current sector to which the optical head unit is focused;
detecting the number of the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused; and

converting the detected address, when the detected number of the recording layer is the second, to contiguous logical space which is in common with the address of the first recording layer.

13. An optical disk reproduction method according to claim 12, further comprising the step of:

calculating a target sector address to which the optical head is to be shifted;

calculating an amount of distance for shifting the optical head from the current sector address to the target sector address; and

shifting the optical head according to the calculated amount of distance.

14. An optical disk reproduction apparatus for reproducing an optical disk having:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;
sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said apparatus comprising:

means for detecting ascending direction of the sector address on the optical disk,

means for moving an optical head unit to a beginning position on the layer, and

reproducing the disk in a direction detected by said detecting means.

15. An optical disk reproduction apparatus according to claim 14, wherein said ascending direction detecting means comprises:
means for reading a sector address at a first position on the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused;

means for moving said optical head unit in a radial direction along said recording layer for a predetermined distance;

means for reading a sector address at a second position on the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused;

means for comparing the sector addresses obtained from said first and second positions; and

means for detecting the ascending direction of the sector address according to the compared result.

16. An optical disk reproduction apparatus according to claim 14, wherein said ascending direction detecting means comprises:

means for reading the recording layer number to which the optical head unit is focused; and

means for detecting the ascending direction of the sector address according to read recording layer number.

17. An optical disk reproduction apparatus for reproducing an optical disk having:

at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information
recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other circumference side to said one circumference side;

said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship, said apparatus comprising:

means for detecting an address of a current sector to which the optical head unit is focused;

means for detecting the number of the recording layer to which the optical head unit is focused; and

means for converting the detected address, when the detected number of the recording layer is the second,
to contiguous logical space which is in common with the address of the first recording layer.

18. An optical disk reproduction apparatus according to claim 17, further comprising:

means for calculating a target sector address to which the optical head is to be shifted;

means for calculating an amount of distance for shifting the optical head from the current sector address to the target sector address; and

means for shifting the optical head according to the calculated amount of distance.
AMENDED CLAIMS

1. (Amended) An optical disk comprising:
   at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;
   tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks, said tracks on said first and second layers being in a spiral pattern and arranged such that the spiral patterns on the first and second layers have opposite winding directions when viewed from the same side of the disk, said sectors have substantially the same length, whereby the disk can be played under a constant linear velocity rotational drive control.

2. An optical disk according to claim 1, further comprises:
   sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said other circumference side being other one of the most inside circumference and the most outside circumference, and said sector addresses on the second recording layer increasing from said other
circumference side to said one circumference side;

    said sector address on one layer and the sector address on the other layer, which are allocated to sectors in the tracks approximately corresponding to each other, being in complementary relationship.

3. (cancelled)

4. An optical disk according to claim 1, wherein said first and second layers have track engraved surfaces which are facing each other.

5. An optical disk comprising:

    at least first and second recording layers placed one over the other in such a manner that information recorded in each layer is optically readable from one side of the disk;

    tracks formed on said first and second recording layers with a plurality of sectors provided along said tracks;

    sector addresses provided to said sectors, respectively, said sector addresses on said first recording layer increasing from one circumference side to an other circumference side, said one circumference side being either one of the most inside circumference and the most
STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19

Claim 1 is amended to recite the limitation of claim 3. Thus, claim 1 claims the feature of:

(a) one side reading (Fig. 12);
(b) opposite winding spiral patterns (Figs. 1A, 1B); and
(c) CLV (constant linear velocity) (Fig. 1C).

First cited document (EP, A, 0 517 490) discloses above features (a) and (b), but does not state feature (c).

Second cited document (JP, A, 06 236 555) fails to specifically state that the spiral patterns on the opposite sides have opposite winding directions.
Fig. 2

Fig. 3

SECTOR ADDRESS

SECTOR ADDRESS IN L2

SECTOR ADDRESS IN L1
Fig. 4
Fig. 6A

START

601 X ← CURRENT SECTOR ADDRESS

602 MOVE HEAD OUTSIDE

603 Y ← CURRENT SECTOR ADDRESS

604 X < Y?

605 YES

1ST LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM IN TO OUT

606 NO

1ST LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM OUT TO IN

607 FOCUS TO 2ND LAYER

608 X ← CURRENT SECTOR ADDRESS

609 MOVE HEAD OUTSIDE

610 Y ← CURRENT SECTOR ADDRESS

611 X < Y?

612 YES

2ND LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM IN TO OUT

613 NO

2ND LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM OUT TO IN

END
Fig. 6B

START

621

MSB=0 ?

YES NO

622

1ST LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM IN TO OUT

623

1ST LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM OUT TO IN

624

FOCUS TO 2ND LAYER

625

MSB=0 ?

YES NO

626

2ND LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM IN TO OUT

627

2ND LAYER REPRODUCTION DIRECTION IS FROM OUT TO IN

END
**Fig. 7A**

1. START
2. **701** \( X \leftarrow \text{CURRENT SECTOR ADDRESS} \)
3. **702** MSB of \( X \) = 0?
   - YES
   - **703** \( X \leftarrow X + (2 \times X_{\text{out}} + 2) \)
   - NO
   - **704** \( N \leftarrow X - X_{\text{in}} \)
4. END

**Fig. 7B**

1. START
2. **711** \( X \leftarrow N + X_{\text{in}} \)
3. **712** \( X > X_{\text{out}} \)?
   - NO
   - END
   - YES
   - **713** \( X \leftarrow X - (2 \times X_{\text{out}} + 2) \)
Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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